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telecom expense, these cost leaks can 
quickly become a considerable hidden 
cost. Meanwhile, mobility is growing, and 
with it, the complexity of managing it. 

In this guide, we identify the 7 signs 
of wastage in your current mobile 
management processes. We’ll also give 
you real-life examples of organisations 
that identified these signs and their 
associated impact on the business. 

Within the guide, you’ll find a useful 
checklist demonstrating each of the  
7 signs, with links to more information 
- making it easy for you to identify and 
spot signs, as well as determine remedies 
for your own business. 

Did you know that for every dollar spent on 
mobile communications carriage, there is at least 
another dollar of other costs, mainly in internal 
administration and management? 
 — Gartner Total Cost of Ownership of Mobile Devices

The cost of managing a mobile 
device is more than the carrier 
expense associated with it. 

For most businesses, these 
management costs are hidden - 
and difficult to get visibility over. 
Manual procurement processes, 
complex cost allocation systems 
and distributed asset and usage 
governance all make it challenging 
to get a birds’ eye view of cost 
leakages. 

Depending on the size of the 
mobile fleet, how ‘clean’ the fleet is, 
the health of the processes used 
to manage mobility and overall 
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The more boxes you tick, the more 
opportunities you have to save money 
by implementing excellent mobility 
management processes!

Use this checklist to identify 
business symptoms of ineffective 
mobility processes that actively 
impact your bottom line. 
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Sign 1:  
Frustration is becoming business-as-usual

Sign 2:  
I have manual workflows across multiple 

departments and external parties 

Sign 3:  
I have poor visibility over billing, usage and data

Sign 4:  
I don’t have adequate control over assets 

(location and allocation)

Sign 5:  
We’re not analysing our bills past the top level

Sign 6:  
We have services that don’t register usage but  

I can’t find enough information to cancel them 

Sign 7:  
We’re only reviewing our fleet every  

two years

Your 7 Signs Checklist
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• Wasted time searching for the right 
information 

• Redundant services and assets hiding 
within your mobile fleet 

• Extended back and forths between 
you and your service provider to sort 
out variances and other issues

Frustration with your service provider, 
within the company and between 
departments are early signs that poor 
mobility management is costing your 
business money. These are also early 
indicators of other issues you may 
recognise in subsequent sections of this 
guide. 

Sign 1: 
Frustration is becoming business as usual

I spend inordinate 
amounts of time on 
frustrating calls with our 
service provider, liaising 
with departments in the 
business and looking for 
the right information - 
just so I can manage 
mobility spend. 

Archaic backend systems, manual 
processes and/or multiple platforms 
to manage your business’s mobility 
can cause frustration in the 
following ways: 

• Excessive time spent managing 
assets, services and billing 
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What Sign 1 looks like in action:

With thousands of staff across 
Australia and a combination 
of T-ANALYST (carrier online 
tool), spreadsheets and manual 
reconciliations used to manage 
their Telstra billing and internal 
allocations, ISS Facilities could 
spend weeks staying on top of their 
mobile fleet.

The process was time-consuming,  
resource-intensive and frustrating. 

Sound familiar?

Find out how ISS Facilities moved 
weeks of work to just minutes.

https://www.bluewatercontrol.com/case_studies/iss/
https://www.bluewatercontrol.com/case_studies/iss/
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Sign 2: 
I have manual workflows across multiple 
departments and external parties 

I try to manage enterprise 
mobility with manual, 
fragmented processes that are 
taking so much time. I currently 
use multiple spreadsheets 
and if I am lucky, a proprietary 
system to track expenses and 
manage the mobile fleet, but 
I don’t trust what I use. And it 
takes considerable time to try 
and keep information up-to-
date and in sync.

Managing such fragmented and 
manual work is a recipe for both 
waste and error. Let’s break down 
a traditional mobility workflow and 
list some of the everyday problems 
you’ll probably find familiar:
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3.  New hardware is organised for the employee

• A brand new asset is provisioned even though an 
existing asset could have been redeployed

• A new service is connected, even though an existing 
service could have been redeployed

• In the meantime, after a week the original service that 
was supposed to be transferred, has been suspended 
by the previous company as it has not been transferred 
off their account. This created an issue for the new 
employee, so a new service was ordered for the interim 
period as she needed to be contactable.

• A week later, the correct paperwork is received and 
submitted for approval. The transfer of ownership is 
completed.

1.  A new employee joins the company and a request for a 
new mobile handset and a transfer of ownership of their 
existing number is lodged

• The request cannot be submitted until the new 
employee is set up on the payroll database and cost 
centre information is available

• The paperwork that is sent through by the previous 
company contains the wrong forms/information. As 
a result the order is cancelled, and a new order is put 
through for just the new handset.

2.  Request goes to Manager for approval

• The request for approval for the new handset gets lost in the 
manager’s inbox and requires multiple follow ups.

• A verbal approval, in person or over the phone, leaves no audit 
trail.

• Follow up with the previous company regarding the transfer 
of ownership paperwork is required by the service desk/new 
employee

4. The telco invoice is received by IT at month end and sent 
to finance for payment

 

The paper bill arrives late due to being lost in the post.

• The bill of many hundreds of pages makes any sort of 

granular analysis nearly impossible.

• Only top level bill analysis is performed and as long as 

the bill is within an acceptable monthly variance limit, it 

is given the green light.
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6.  Bill is approved and sent for payment

• Journal file is processed, allocating costs throughout the 
business.

• A number of unknown services have appeared on the 
bill but given that the invoice was late, these costs are 
coded to an interim cost centre. Finance will need to 
revisit and investigate in the new month.

• Finance team books a meeting with the IT team to 
discuss issues in the provisioning process as it appears 
these services were not ordered through the correct 
processes.

• New employee details had not been sent through to 
IT/finance, so the new employee’s service appears as 
unallocated on the invoice.

5.  Bill sent for approval

• The bill’s cost has to be approved by the finance team 
and the finance manager.

• The manager is on leave so approval is delayed.

• The transfer of ownership was successfully completed, so the 
new service/SIM was handed back to the manager by the new 
employee.

• The manager places it in his drawer and forgets about it. The 
service keeps billing indefinitely until the manager cleans his 
desk five months later and throws the SIM out. The error is not 
picked up until 12 months later in the annual budget review 
process.
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Because these tasks are spread 
across departments and individuals, 
it’s easy to see how inefficient it can 
be to manage a fleet without the 
right tools. This costs both time and 
operational spend, while still leaving 
the organisation with many of the 
other problems that come with 
manual management of a fleet – 
unallocated and redundant services, 
lost hardware and poor optimisation.

What Sign 2 looks like in action:

Neami National was using 
multiple standalone systems for 
procurement and support, with 
different providers for billing, 
(T-Analyst for Telstra billing and 
Commander CSV for Commander 
billing). Neami then needed to 
collate everything into a single 
finance system. This led to 
inaccurate reports that were also 
inconsistently distributed. 

The process was complicated, and time-
consuming with multiple systems, as well 
as being resource-intensive.

Sound familiar?

Find out how Neami National streamlined 

https://www.bluewatercontrol.com/case_studies/neami-national/
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Sign 3: 
I have poor visibility over billing, usage 
and data

I have no oversight of how 
much data each employee 
uses and when. I can’t see 
if they’re using or exceeding 
their inclusions or easily 
understand any variances at a 
service level. There is a creep 
of premium paid services 
where loose controls  
exist.

Whether your company is receiving 
old school paper bills or digital PDF 
versions, it is difficult to analyse 
the details without knowing what to 
look for and spending considerable 
amounts of time on the process. 

It’s almost impossible to drill down 
sufficiently to find the answers you need. 

Poor visibility means things fall through 
the cracks, are never picked up on and 
cost your company money month in, 
month out. 

Relying on an aggregated view of data 
usage 
 
It can be easy to  believe you don’t have 
an issue with mobile data when there is 
“plenty” in the data pool. However, excess 
data simply creates unnecessary cost. 
Understanding how employees use their 
data s an important first step in ‘right-
sizing’ your mobile data requirements. 
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With the introduction of 5G, we 
expect to see a sharp rise in data 
use (just like we did when 4G 
technology rolled out), but beyond 
this, our society is already one 
that relies on the mobile internet 
as employees work remotely and 
travel often, using their corporate 
data in the workplace, at home and 
everywhere in between. 

Understanding exactly how and 
when data is being used presents 
an opportunity to shrink your data 
pool and significantly cut costs. It 
will also allow you to highlight and 
be recognised for the value you are 
giving your employees. Put simply, 
if you’re not analysing data down to 
the user level you’re not optimising 
your spend and you’re very likely 
wasting budget.

What Sign 3 looks like in action:

A large local council was consistently hit 
with excess data charges. To remedy the 
situation they began adding more mobile 
data services to expand their total data 
pool. However, they lacked visibility over 
these ‘data buffers’ and the pool was 
enlarged too much, wasting money.

The Bluewater platform solved this 
problem, giving the organisation quick, 
reliable visibility at the user level and at 
scale. This way, the business was able 
to cut their data bill in half, saving them 
thousands of dollars each month. It 
also allowed them to upsize data more 
efficiently with confidence.
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Sign 4: 
I don’t have adequate control over 
assets (location and allocation)

Allocating new services and devices 
every time 

It’s an all too regular practice to set up a 
new employee with a new mobile device, 
paired with a new plan. Or to upgrade 
a current employee’s device and also 
secure them a new service to go with it. 
While the thrill of a new mobile phone is 
pretty universal, getting the latest and 
greatest adds up, especially when a new 
device costs between $600 and $1,200 
a pop. Pair these expensive devices with 
new services and expenses mount very 
quickly. 

I am buying new 
resources for new 
employees when I know  
there are some out there 
I could reallocate. They’re 
possibly sitting in drawers,  
not being used. Where else 
could they be? I wonder what 
plans are being paid for but  
not used. How can I get 
visibility over this?

It’s likely your questions above  
have highlighted how out of 
control your inventory is, and how 
unchecked spending could be 
costing your business thousands. 
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Beyond this are redundant assets sitting in desk drawers and older services being 
paid for but not used. Consider this: 

100 redundant services may cost an organisation $5,000 a month in operational 
waste; however, it can also represent more than $80,000 in asset value. 

What difference to your bottom line would it make to find these redundant 
services and assets and cancel or redeploy them?

100 
redundant 
services may cost 
an organisation

however, it can also 
represent more than

$80,000 
in asset value. 

80K
$5,000 
a month in 
operational 
waste; 
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What Sign 4 looks like in action:

A government department had 
no idea they had close to 500 
redundant services, representing 
20% of their fleet. Not only this, 
but some of the business’s mobile 
services were also allocated to ex-
employees and were still being paid 
for. 

With a lack of visibility, a manual 
and flawed exit process and 
poor accountability for assets 
and services, the business was 
wasting significant dollars each 
month. It was clear that distributed 
assets attached to recurring 
monthly service costs need strong 
governance or risk significant cost 
leaks.

In another example, waste 
management company J.J. Richards 

was able to identify and reallocate 
150 services and devices for new 
requirements with the right tools.

Find out how J.J. Richards benefited from 
having stronger control over their assets.

https://www.bluewatercontrol.com/case_studies/neami-national/
https://www.bluewatercontrol.com/case_studies/neami-national/
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Sign 5: 
We’re not analysing our bills past the top level

My telecom bills analysis 
is limited to high-level 
exception management.  
Our approvals are based on 
month-to-month comparison 
and a tolerance limit. However, 
no one is responsible for 
allocation, unpacking 
variances and reviewing 
user behaviour. 

With telco bills running into the 
hundreds of pages, it’s not surprising 
if your process only spot checks 
or analyses the top level, but it is 
costing your organisation. Mobile 
usage and fleet requirements are 

ever-evolving and fluid, and without 
intelligent tools to analyse them, 
considerable waste arises.

Restrictions on high-level management 
usually results in missed billing errors or 
inconsistencies (eg. still being billed for 
disconnected services) which can occur 
on a monthly basis. Let’s face it, telecom 
billing systems are big and complex. 
Even when these errors are picked up, 
investigating and backdating any changes 
with your service provider takes a huge 
amount of operational time, costing your 
business more again! 
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What Sign 5 looks like in action:

A not for profit business thought 
their billing was under control, and 
their pain points were predominantly 
around workflow efficiency and 
governance. Billing management 
was high level month-to-month 
variance review. 

But with the right platform and 
tools in place, they quickly found 
billing inconsistencies concerning 
incorrect changes that had occurred 
for months. 

While their carrier addressed 
these issues, it took considerable 
administration time and effort. 
Without the right tools this would 
have gone unnoticed, and if one 
day it was picked up, the time 
to audit the historical bills to 
validate the claim would have been 
considerable. 
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Sign 6: 
We have services that don’t register usage but I 
can’t find enough information to cancel them 

We have mobile services 
which are NOT registering 
any use and don’t have a 
clearly identified purpose. 
But without detailed 
information, it’s difficult 
to make the call as to 
whether to cancel them. 

A lack of information around 
possibly-redundant services means 
the administrative effort to ‘clean’ 
the fleet is too difficult, and it is a 
task commonly pushed back to the 
perpetual ‘next month’. This is so 

common, we have a name for it - ‘known 
or accepted inefficiency’. The costs are 
simply accepted and absorbed by the 
business, yet they have a detrimental 
effect on the bottom line month on 
month. 

The flip side is that cancelling services 
without the right information can paralyse 
important parts of the business, eg. 
backup services for redundancy. What’s 
more, there are tools out there that 
prevent this kind of issue arising. 

What Sign 6 looks like in action:

The Royal Flying Doctor Service of 
Western Australia’s assets and services
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were managed via SharePoint list as 
well as spreadsheets. These quickly 
went out of date and each time 
analysis of the fleet make up was 
required it would be extremely  time-
consuming to update and find the 
right information. 

Given the nature of the task, it was 
often pushed back to the next 
month and because inefficiencies 
were so difficult to find they were 
ignored, costing the non-profit 
money each and every month. 

How did the RFDS WA turn things 
around?

https://www.bluewatercontrol.com/case_studies/rfds/
https://www.bluewatercontrol.com/case_studies/rfds/
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Sign 7: 
We’re only reviewing our fleet every two years

Our business only reviews 
mobile usage and our fleet 
makeup every 24 months, 
when our carrier contract is 
up for renewal. 

We don’t need to tell you that 
business and the way we work 
is rapidly changing. Not only 
are companies expanding and 
contracting quickly, but the 
workplace is not just ‘the office’ 
anymore with the rise of remote 
working. The workplace might look 
completely different again in six 
month’s time. Yet, most businesses 

aren’t connecting rapid organisational 
change with an evolving and shifting plan 
for mobility. 

Without a proper understanding of your 
current mobile fleet, it’s easy for assets 
and services to organically move away 
from their initial usage intention - which 
costs your company money. For example, 
services intended for the back office can 
make their way into the hands of roaming 
sales executives and the excess data or 
international roaming fees start to roll on 
in. 

To efficiently manage and optimise 
their mobile fleet, organisations need 
tools available to them that are intuitive, 
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easy to access and pull up real-
time data - we call this continuous 
optimisation the ‘hygiene factor’. 

If you’re not monitoring and 
optimising your mobile fleet on a 
continuous basis and only do so 
when you’re renewing your carrier 
contract, it’s costing your business 
both time and money every single 
day. 

What Sign 7 looks like in action:

A manufacturing company thought 
they had their mobile fleet under 
control. However, after investigation 
with the right tools, it became clear 
that 25% of their monthly spend 
was excess data costs. 

By re-assessing the plans their 
services were currently on, coupled 

with enabling near real-time data 
monitoring for their fleet, future cost 
blowouts will be avoided, and if there are 
spikes in data usage, they will be alerted 
and can tackle the issue quickly. Better 
governance allowed them to deploy this 
spend into new, more exciting initiatives.
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Now that you are equipped with the 7 signs your current mobility practices are 
costing your business money it’s time to get ticking. For your ease, here is another 
copy of the checklist we provided at the beginning of this guide:

Your 7 Signs Checklist

Sign 1: Frustration is becoming business-as-usual

Sign 2: I have manual workflows across multiple departments and external parties 

Sign 3: I have poor visibility over billing, usage and data

Sign 4: I don’t have adequate control over assets (location and allocation)

Sign 5: We’re not analysing our bills past the top level

Sign 6: We have services that don’t register usage but I can’t find enough    
information to cancel them 

Sign 7: We’re only reviewing our fleet every two years

How many boxes did you tick? How much money is each of those ticked boxes 
costing your business?

Do not despair! Think of each tick as an opportunity for your business to save both 
time and money.

Conclusion
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How can Bluewater help?

Find Out More

Bluewater is a Mobility Management and TEM Platform. We are the single-platform 
solution for your organisation to manage your mobility assets and telecom 
expenses; seamlessly working with your telecom providers and managed service 
partners. 

More than just bills and expenses, Bluewater helps you manage the process 
from purchase to payment – from linking assets to employees and cost centres 
to monitoring usage, assets, service support and all related activities – in one 
central location.

We work closely with Telstra and Telstra fulfilment partners to help empower their 
customers to gain efficiencies in managing mobility and TEM.

Find out how the Bluewater platform 
can save your business money.

https://www.bluewatercontrol.com/platform/
https://hubs.ly/H0hv1sL0.
https://www.bluewatercontrol.com/platform/
https://www.bluewatercontrol.com/platform/
https://www.bluewatercontrol.com/platform/
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